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Legal Notices
Ultrabook™ devices are offered in multiple models. Some models may not be available in your market. Consult your Ultrabook device 
manufacturer. For more information and details, visit intel.com/ultrabook.

INFORMATION IN THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED IN CONNECTION WITH INTEL PRODUCTS. NO LICENSE, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, BY 
ESTOPPEL OR OTHERWISE, TO ANY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IS GRANTED BY THIS DOCUMENT. EXCEPT AS PROVIDED 
IN INTEL’S TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE FOR SUCH PRODUCTS, INTEL ASSUMES NO LIABILITY WHATSOEVER AND INTEL 
DISCLAIMS ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY, RELATING TO SALE AND/OR USE OF INTEL PRODUCTS INCLUDING LIABILITY OR 
WARRANTIES RELATING TO FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, MERCHANTABILITY, OR INFRINGEMENT OF ANY PATENT, 
COPYRIGHT OR OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHT.

Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel® microprocessors. Performance 
tests, such as SYSmark* and MobileMark*, are measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations, and functions. 
Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in 
fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product when combined with other products. Configurations: Test 
configurations, calculations, and methodology outlined in this report are available upon request. For more information, go to
www.intel.com/performance.

Some data was estimated at time of publishing.

Intel, the Intel logo, Intel Core, Intel vPro, Ultrabook, and Xeon are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and other countries.

* Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.

Copyright 2016, Intel Corporation. All rights reserved. Please Recycle. Printed in the USA. 0113/KAR/KC/BP/5k 311133-008US



Agenda

 What’s Changing?
 Intel IT’s Response
 An Ever-Changing World
 Our New Reality
 Learn more
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note to presenter:   after you choose the modules you want to present, delete unnecessary modules and update this slide appropriately.
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Design & Development

Shared Services

Manufacturing

1970s 1980s 1990s 2010 - Now

With over 44 years of history in Malaysia,
Intel has evolved from a mere assembly and test facility to 

become the most complex offshore site
among Intel’s global operations, with investment of

over US$5 billion in both infrastructure
and high-tech/volume manufacturing,

and contributing to ~1% of Malaysian GDP.

2000s

THE EVOLUTION OF INTEL MALAYSIA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tell the story of the 3 pillars of Intel Malaysia have evolved.  Talk about how we have grown from just manufacturing to D&D (20 YEARS), shared services (JUST OVER 10 YEARS)… how manufacturing has moved from just wire bonding to the now highly complex packaging technologies (size, pitch, etc).. D&D from microcontrollers to working on the latest Intel product. We have about 2000 D&D engineers in Malaysia, which is one of the biggest design centres, if not the biggest, in the country. As a comparison, there are 10k D&D engineers in US, and about 3k in India. Another fact that we are proud of is that a vast majority of our D&D engineers are locals, with only between 50 and 70 are not-local. 
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This is a time of tremendous change for IT organizations everywhere.

Ready or Not  ̶ Workplace 
Transformation is Happening



The Competitive Landscape is Evolving on Two 
Fronts

The Big Question: How Will Businesses Survive?

Lower cost competitors achieve 
parity on quality & service

Innovative new business models 
take share from traditional 

markets

Established
Businesses

UNDER PRESSURE

Traditional 
Competition

New 
Disruptive 
Businesses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking about “Why” Work-Place-Transformation!!! 
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Question: How will Businesses Survive?

INNOVATION with VELOCITY is the Key Differentiator…

40%
1
of top F500 in 2000 are no longer 

there in 2010

Gen Y will form 

75%
2

of workforce by 
2025

1 source:  Brian Solis Future of Business
2 source:  Brian Solis Future of Work

Only 7%2

of Gen Y work for F500 
company, preferring start-ups



An Integrated and Inclusive Strategy
Human Resources IT Facilities New Ways of 

Working

Culture, work 
practices & norms

Social, 
collaboration, 
communication, 

mobility

Work space and work 
process harmonized

Facilities IT

Dynamic teaming

Faster idea 
generation

Connected and 
shared

Greater velocity
Finance

“If you can’t help people change, technology changing all around them won’t make the slightest 
difference” – Dave Coplin, Business Re-Imagined
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HOW INTEL IT IS 
RESPONDING TO 
WORKPLACE 
TRANSFORMATION
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Introduction to the SMACi Stack

SOCIAL

MOBILE

ANALYTICS

CLOUD

IoT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How is Intel IT responding to these challenges?  Let me introduce you to the SMACi Stack
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AN EVER-CHANGING 
WORLD



Traditional work/life balance

New work/life balance

Blended Technology Experience

Check e-mail 
(Smartphone)

Work Life

Personal/
WORK Life

7am 9am 11am 1pm 3pm 5pm 7pm 9pm 11pm

Work at desk

E-mail via TV
Check e-mail 
one last time

Family time
Drive kids 
to soccer

IM with 
kid’s teacher

IM with 
spouse

Drive and
listen to e-mail

Work in 
conference
room
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide purpose:   show how a typical work day has changed, due to the introduction of mobile technologyI’m sure most in the audience can relate to this.Compare how people used to work during the day, vs how people now use technology throughout their day to get their job done, regardless of where they are physically.  
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Consumerization of IT within Intel
Consumerization is the increased influence our personal technology 
experiences, both hardware and applications, have on technology we expect 
to use at work.
Mobile Business PCs 
Managed Standard
 2-4-year refresh
 <24-month average
 Intel® Solid-State Drives
 BYO models for Windows* and Mac*

Social Media 
 Internal and external collaboration 

tool
 Increasing numbers of employees 

contribute internally
 Connecting with customers globally

 >53,000 handheld devices
 Broadening list of apps/services
 Abstracting data and apps from 

devices 

Personal Companion 
Device

 Integrated range of solutions from 
large room to PCs 

 >600 conferences per week 
 USD 73M of travel avoided (in 2011)

Video Collaboration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide purpose:  explain how people’s expectations are changing at work, due to the influence of consumerization and what we are doing in response.Consumerization of ITConsumerization is the increasing influence that our personal technology experiences, from both hardware and applications, have on the technology that we expect to use at work. It has blurred the line between consumer devices and enterprise devices. Employees want to use their personal solutions for work productivity and Intel IT wants to augment our corporate environment with those devices that drive increased productivity. Virtualization, anti-theft technology, remote management and security will contribute here.  Mobile Business PCsWe support >149K mobile business PCs as our core employee technology standard since 1997We support BYOD with standards for employee-owned Windows 7 and MacOS computers. We also have a BYOD pilot program for Windows 8 Ultrabooks and tablets.Personal Companion DevicesWe have been actively evaluating, enabling and supporting many companion devices for improved productivity and flexibility >53,700 Handhelds (variety of form factors (phones/tablets) vendors, software and solutionsAn increasing number of of employees contribute both internally and externally to online forums such as through Twitter, Facebook, PlanetBlue and other collaboration and social media tools and sites. They actively share information through articles, blog postings, topic-specific forums, wikis and feedback.Over 57% of employees consume this same information.Broad topic coverage with over 1300 groups, over 500 wikis.Connecting employees and customers to Intel50+ country specific communitiesOver 72 thousand followersOver 4.1 million likesVideo CollaborationThrough increased use of video collaboration, Intel saved $73M in travel avoidance in 2011.
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OUR NEW REALITY



Mobility Vision Has Become Reality

Easy, trusted connectivity anytime, 
anywhere

 Easy: Auto-discovery and auto-configuration

 Trusted: Private, protected session

 Anytime, anywhere: True roaming across 
networks

Mobile office

 Securely connected at work, at home, 
and on the road

Mobile networks

 WLAN, WWAN, WPAN, Wigig, WiMax*

 Wired to wirelessWork is something you do, not someplace you go.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide purpose:   Work is something you do, not someplace you go. As most everyone knows, our work world has become mobile due to advances in technology.Intel embraced mobile technology in 1997, and since then, everything has gotten smaller, faster and lighter.Our professional culture has changed over time, and now people can get work done on a variety of devices, and in a variety of locations.WPAN  = for example, Bluetooth*WWan = cellular phone card in PCTell the story of how hard this was a few years ago and how relatively easy this is to do today.
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A Focused Initiative Will Move Us Forward

We are focusing on accelerating delivery of applications to our business 
partners and employees on their platform(s) of choice.

We accelerate application development that meets 5 key criteria.

CRITERIA USER EXPERIENCE

Security and Audit My data and identity are protected.

User Experience My application is intuitive and easy to use.

Platform My application is accessible and works on my choice of platform.

Device Capability My application takes advantage of my device and its features.

Interact and Evolve
My application supports emerging devices and interactions 
(such as touch, voice, and gesture).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide purpose:   Talk about optimizing applications for users.   Mobile apps are needed in a mobility focused world.Learn more:   Accelerating Our Path to Multi-Platform Benefitshttp://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/it-management/intel-it-best-practices/accelerating-our-path-to-multi-platform-benefits-presentation.htmlWe realized we needed to enable enterprise applications to support the devices of today (touch) and also develop applications ready for the next big thing (voice and gesture).We started a program in 2013.  We focused on accelerating delivery of applications to our business partners and employees on their platform(s) of choice.We accelerated application development that meet 5 key criteria.  (See 5 criteria on slide.)Our goals were:Evolve 10% of our enterprise application portfolio to meet defined criteria, focusing on applications that will have the greatest business impact.Provide our users with applications that are multi-OS, multi-browser, and multi-input. Why?  Today’s users expect the data is there on the device they’ve chosen, and it just works. We want the user to have the most positive interaction/experience, including the security software, device connectivity, and applications.



Supporting a Mobile Workforce

 Evolving Facilities Requirements

– The New “Way We Work” Environment

– Collaborative Workspaces and Technology

– Smart Spaces

 Support Services

A mobile workforce has different 
needs than a traditional one.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide purpose:  to introduce other factors to consider when supporting a primarily mobile workforce.As our environment changed to support mobility, we found there were other business decisions that needed to be made.Not only did we change our physical environment, but we also introduced and considered programs such as ergonomic awareness and the possibility of stipends.For example, proper ergonomic training and awareness became even more important, since an employee would be using a mobile device in a variety of locations (not just at a deck).To help contain rising healthcare costs, Intel IT launched a unified, global Intel IT safety and ergonomics program. The program combines safety awareness activities with software solutions aimed at preventing and reducing the number and severity of cumulative trauma disorders (CTD's) in our environment. Our program has been recognized for its help in reducing employee injuries and potentially lowering healthcare costs.For another example, Intel IT investigated whether a stipend-funded program for bring-your-own (BYO) PCs could optimize the annual IT PC refresh budgets and encourage BYO PC program participation by offering increased platform choice for employees. In a survey of more than 5,000 Intel employees worldwide, 72 percent of respondents favored a stipend-funded PC supply model,  but 40 percent of those interested did not want to be responsible for hardware support. We concluded that at this time, a stipend model is not cost effective for Intel IT.We also changed our physical environment, as you can see on the next few slides.
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The Way We Work Office



Modern Collaborative Spaces Improve 
Productivity

20

Conference RoomsPhone BoothsBooths

Open Work Stations

Lounge Areas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Optional SlideWork StyleCollaboration, team work and problem solvingFacilitates the needs of a mobile workforce A Place You Want To BeEmployees prefer to come to the officeAttract and retain the brightestLook and feel of 2015IdentityRetains our identity and cultureShowcase for Intel innovation and technologiesSpace EfficiencyMake optimal use of our real estate



Benefits of “The Way We Work” Program
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An Improved 
Work Style

 Fosters collaboration, 
team work, and problem 
solving

 Facilitates the needs of 
our modern and mobile 
workforce 

A Place You 
Want To Be

 Employees are highly 
productive in the office 

 They use technology that 
empowers them to connect, 
collaborate, and share 
globally without difficulty

Space Efficiency and 
Flexibility

 Makes optimal use of our 
real estate

 Conference rooms available 
via reservation

 Collaboration rooms 
available first-come, 
first-served

 “Phone booths” available 

for private 1:1 use
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Introducing New Innovative Approaches

Intel Smart Spaces

IT to Go 
Vending Machines

Smart Conference Rooms : Intel Unite Software

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IN addition to changing our physical offices, we’re developed a number of technology-based improvements too.



Transforming the ‘Face’ of IT

Technology 
Vending

IT peripheral 
vending machines –
swipe your badge and 

go!
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Virtual HR Agent
Over 4,000 possible 

responses to questions 
about pay, benefits, or 

other HR programs

Online Support 
Help

Online help via our 
PC Support Site

Walk-in Service 
Centers

Get one-on-one help 
with staffed 
technicians

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide purpose:  to introduce a variety of ways that we provide technology supportEmployees want to be able to have access to solutions faster than ever and in a format that suits their needs.TO do this we’ve created several different types of support modules.IT to Go Vending MachinesOnline help with a virtual HR agentOnline help via our PC support siteWalk in service centers staffed with humans.   
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IT Can Offer A Rich Set of 
Capabilities

• Multi-party 
collaboration with touch

• Wireless display
• Always connected

• Gesture
• Natural voice
• Wireless docking

• Facial Analysis
• Augmented reality
• Business Assistant
• Wireless charging

• Location based services 
(indoor)

• All day battery
• Instant on
• HD Audio / Video
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Workplace Transformation Summary

1.A Strategic Imperative for Organizations

2. HR + IT + Facilities = New Ways of Working

3. The SMACi Stack is Truly Transformational

4. An Incredible Set of New Capabilities 
Coming 



Learn More About Workplace Transformation
 Best Practices for Operating 

System Deployment

 Exploring the Internet of Things 
in the Enterprise

 Integrating IOT Sensor Technology 
into the Enterprise

 Best Practices:  Deploying the 
Intel® Unite™ Solution

 Conference Room Collaboration 
Using Intel® vPro™ Technology

 Introducing IT on the GO: An 
Automated IT Vending Machine

 Creating Smart Spaces with 
All-in-Ones

 Exploring the Rise of Ultrabook™
2-in-1 Device Usage at Intel

 Virtual Assistance Center 
Advances IT Self-Service

 Deploying Intel® Solid-State 
Drives with Managed Hardware-
Based Encryption

 Implementing a Cross-Platform 
Enterprise Mobile Application 
Framework

 Accelerating Our Path to 
Multi-Platform Benefits

 Creating Business Value through 
Context-Aware Computing

 Getting a Headstart on 
Location-Based Services in 
the Enterprise

To learn more, search for these IT@Intel assets 
online.
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